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to engage study participants at remote sites. If the NIHTB-CB is
used longitudinally to monitor patients, corrections for repeated
measures may be required.
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Abstract
Background: Cognition is an important outcome in many
clinical trials. The NIH Toolbox-Cognition Battery (NIHTB-CB)
is a computerized cognitive assessment designed for clinical
research that is administered in-person. Here, we evaluated the
equivalency of a novel videoconference protocol for administering the NIHTB-CB. Since our protocol required repeated assessments, we further explored the NIHTB-CB’s practice effect.
Materials and Methods: Twenty-five healthy participants
completed the NIHTB-CB under two separate conditions 4
weeks apart. The standard condition followed the recommended
administration protocol, whereas the videoconference condition
had the examiner and participant in separate rooms but able to
communicate over videoconference. A linear mixed-model analysis was performed to explore the fixed effect of testing condition
and time on NIHTB-CB performance.
Results: Across all three NIHTB-CB composite scores (total,
fluid, and crystallized cognition), no significant fixed effect of
administration condition was found. A significant practice effect was observed for the fluid and total cognition composite
scores over a 29.0 (–2.1) day test–retest interval.
Conclusions: Our novel videoconference protocol for the
NIHTB-CB is equivalent to the standard protocol in healthy
participants, and may provide a solution for researchers seeking
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Introduction

C

ognition is an important outcome in many clinical
trials.1–3 Previously, no standardized cognitive battery has existed for neurological research.4 The NIH
Toolbox-Cognition Battery (NIHTB-CB), a computerized neurocognitive assessment, was developed to provide a
common metric for cognition in clinical research across the
lifespan, thereby allowing for common data elements for cognition in clinical trials in the neurosciences.4 The NIHTB-CB is
administered on a tablet device, scored automatically, and has
undergone validation research in healthy controls5–7 and in patients with neurological diseases.8 The NIHTB-CB was designed
for in-person assessments, with the examiner seated beside
the patient. However, clinical trials may increasingly involve
assessment of study participants at distributed sites. Telemedicine (medical consultation through use of videoconference technology) is commonly used for acute medical
assessments as well as for elective consultations at remote
sites.9,10 Technology-supported remote assessment may also
be used to augment recruitment or minimize travel costs
related to clinical trial participation and to ensure representative sampling in epidemiological research.11,12
Other popular brief cognitive screens have been assessed
for remote administration. Modified versions of the Montreal
Cognitive Assessment (MoCA) and Mini-Mental State
Examination (MMSE) have been developed for telephone
administration.13,14 Whereas the telephone MMSE was
equivalent to in-person administration,13,15 the MoCA, a more
sensitive test for cognitive impairment,16 was not.14 If it could
be administered remotely, the NIHTB-CB may be better suited
for clinical trials because it measures cognition across a
broader range of ability with finer gradations between ability
levels (i.e., produces normally distributed scores with minimal
ceiling effects).4–6
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In this study, we explored the validity of a novel videoconference protocol for the NIHTB-CB in healthy participants.
Our primary aim was to determine whether administering the
NIHTB-CB over videoconference technology was equivalent
to in-person administration. Since our protocol required a
test–retest design, we further investigated whether there was a
practice effect in healthy participants retaking the NIHTB-CB
over a 4-week test–retest interval.

Table 1. Participant Demographic Data
Basic demographics
Gender
Males

12 (48)

Females

13 (52)

Age

37 years (25–64 years)

Handedness
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Materials and Methods
PARTICIPANTS
Twenty-five (n = 25) healthy participants were recruited using
poster advertisements at a local university and teaching hospital. Participants were fluent in English, had unimpaired use of
their dominant hand, and reported no history of neurological
disease, learning disability, attention-deficit disorder, attentiondeficit hyperactivity disorder, or an active psychiatric disorder.
The experimental protocol was approved by the University of
British Columbia’s Clinical Research Ethics Board and Vancouver Coastal Health, and conformed to the Declaration of
Helsinki. All participants provided written informed consent.
INSTRUMENTATION
Participants’ demographic information was captured with a
self-completed questionnaire. Options for self-identified race
were taken from the NIH Toolbox, whereas options for ethnicity
were in keeping with categories from the 2016 Canadian census.17
The NIHTB-CB comprises seven subtests that evaluate five
cognitive domains and broadly assesses fluid and crystalized
cognition.5,18 The fluid cognition subtests include Flanker Inhibitory Control and Attention (executive function and attention), List Sorting Working Memory (working memory),
Dimensional Change Card Sort Test (executive function and
shifting), Pattern Comparison Processing Speed (processing
speed), and Picture Sequence Memory (episodic memory). The
crystalized cognition subtests include Picture Vocabulary
(language) and Oral Reading Recognition (language). The specific details of each subtest are described in detail elsewhere.18
The NIHTB-CB takes approximately 45 min to complete.
The NIHTB-CB generates raw scores that are then converted
into demographically corrected T scores (mean = 50, standard
deviation [SD] = 10) using regression-based norms that adjust
for education, gender, race, and ethnicity.6 We analyzed demographically corrected T scores, where all participants were
standardized as ‘‘Not Hispanic or Latino’’ for ethnicity (Table 1).
PROCEDURES
A randomized repeated measures crossover design study
was performed to have participants serve as their own controls.
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Right

23 (92)

Left

2 (8)

NIH Toolbox demographics
Racea
Caucasian

18 (72)

Asian

7 (28)

Middle Eastern

1 (4)

Education completed
Participant’s

16 years (15–18 years)

Mother’s

16 years (12–16 years)

Additional demographics
Ethnicity/originsa
European

11 (44)

Canadian or Québécois

8 (32)

South Asian

4 (16)

East Asian

4 (16)

Middle Eastern

1 (4)

Language first learned at home
English

19 (76)

French

1 (4)

b

Other

7 (28)

Median (IQR) or n (%) is presented.
a

Participants were permitted to give more than one response, allowing for total
percentages >100%.

b

Filipino (4%), Tagalog (4%), Korean (4%), Arabic (4%), Spanish (4%), Cantonese
(4%), Hungarian (4%).

Participants completed the NIHTB-CB under two conditions,
standard (in-person) and videoconference, with a 4-week test–
retest interval. Upon enrolment in the study, participants were
randomly assigned to either a standard-then-telehealth group or
telehealth-then-standard group. The standard-then-telehealth
group completed the standard condition at baseline and the
videoconference condition at the 4-week retest interval;
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the telehealth-then-standard group completed the opposite
sequence.
PROTOCOL AND MODIFICATIONS
FOR VIDEOCONFERENCE ADMINISTRATION
The NIHTB-CB was administered on a tablet device (9.7" iPad
Pro; Apple, CA) in a quiet distraction-free room. A single
examiner administered the NIHTB-CB. The examiner completed the NIHTB-CB training protocol at our institution and
operated under the supervision of a board-certified neuropsychologist. Three examination assistants (EAs) were trained to
facilitate the videoconference examinations. EA training took
approximately one hour and consisted of being administered the
NIHTB-CB assessment and then piloting the videoconference
condition once with the examiner. All EAs underwent training to
become familiar with the study protocol and NIHTB-CB, but were
not trained as NIHTB-CB examiners.
The standard condition was an in-person assessment, which
followed the recommended administration protocol for the
NIHTB-CB.5,18 The videoconference condition consisted of the
examiner able to communicate over a videoconference link to
the participant and EA in a separate room. A speaker (SPEAK
410; Jabra, Ballerup, Denmark) was used to improve the
quality of audio connection in the participant’s room. The
videoconference link was hosted on the British Columbia
Telehealth network, a secure, encrypted, and private network.
The standard NIHTB-CB protocol requires the examiner to be
seated beside the patient to present the task instructions, monitor patient compliance, navigate through the NIHTB-CB, and,
for only two subtests, to input responses into the tablet.18 For the
videoconference condition, an EA was present in the examination room with the participant. For each videoconference

condition, an EA set up the tablet, and navigated through each
subtest on the tablet as instructed by the examiner. Figure 1
shows the room arrangement for the videoconference condition.
The List Sorting Working Memory and Oral Reading Recognition subtests require the examiner to score the participant in real time and input these scores into the tablet through
a keyboard. For the videoconference condition, the examiner
scored these subtests and communicated their scoring to the
EA, over the videoconference link, who inputted the responses
into the tablet. As seen in Figure 1, the videomonitor was
arranged perpendicularly to the participant to prevent participants from observing the examiner scoring their performance. To ensure that the EA was in unison with the examiner
while navigating through the test, on their monitor, the examiner was able to see the tablet screen and participant. To
maximize discretion, if a question was scored as correct, the
examiner raised their index finger (to make the shape of a
one). If the question was scored as incorrect, they touched
their index finger to thumb (shape of zero).

STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
A priori power analysis was performed using G*Power.19
Estimated values for correlation among repeated measures
were based on test–retest reliability coefficient in a prior study
that administered the NIHTB-CB in the conventional inperson manner two weeks apart.5 Twenty-five participants
were required for 80% power to detect an F-test effect size of
0.25 using a two-sided alpha of 0.05. Our effect size was
chosen to power the study to detect meaningful differences
between administration formats.5,20
A linear mixed-model analysis was performed to explore the
fixed effect of testing condition (standard and videoconference)
and time (baseline and retest) on
NIHTB-CB performance in our
sample. No demographic variables
were included in the models given
the assumption that the demographically corrected T-scores
outputted by the NIHTB-CB would
control for demographic differences between participants.6 A
compound symmetry covariance
structure had the lowest Bayesian
Information Criterion (e.g., best fit),
and was used by all models.
The fixed effects of condition and time were explored for
Fig. 1. Testing room arrangement for the videoconference testing condition. The examiner is
all three composite scores: total
displayed on a computer monitor, whereas the participant and EA are present in the room.
cognition, crystallized condition,
EA, examination assistant; NIHTB-CB, NIH Toolbox-Cognition Battery.
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and fluid cognition. Significance levels for the composite
scores’ fixed effects were set at p = 0.05. We further explored
the fixed effects for all seven NIHTB-CB subtests. For these
analyses, we applied a Bonferroni correction to account for
multiple comparisons, and significance was set at p = 0.007.
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Results
Twenty-five participants (median age = 37 years, IQR 25–64
years) completed the NIHTB-CB under two unique conditions,
with a 4-week (mean = 29.0 days; SD = 2.1 days) test–retest interval. The sample was predominately right handed (92%),
Caucasian (72%) or Asian (28%), and learned English as their
first language (76%). Participants had completed a median 16
years (IQR 15–18 years) of education and reported heterogeneous ethnicities (Table 1).
We found no significant fixed effect of administration
condition on composite scores for total cognition ( p = 0.417),
fluid cognition ( p = 0.363), or crystallized cognition ( p = 0.896)
(Fig. 2a). We also found no effect of condition when each subtest
was examined separately (Fig. 2b).
A significant fixed effect for time was found for fluid cognition
( p = <0.001) and total cognition ( p = <0.001) composite scores.
No significant effect for time was found for crystallized cognition
( p = 0.076) composite score (Fig. 2c). When each subtest was
analyzed in isolation, a significant fixed effect for time was found
for Flanker Inhibitory Control and Attention ( p = <0.001), and
Pattern Comparison ( p = <0.001). All other subtests did not reach
statistical significance for the fixed effect of time (Fig. 2d).

Discussion
The aim of this study was to investigate the validity of administering the NIHTB-CB over telehealth technology. Healthy
adults completed the NIHTB-CB twice, once under standard
conditions and once through videoconference, in a randomized
counterbalanced order. Our primary finding was that performance for each NIHTB-CB composite score and subtest was
equivalent between the videoconference and standard administration conditions.
This finding suggests that the NIHTB-CB in-person or videoconference administration protocols produce comparable
scores. Their equivalency should be confirmed in an independent study in patients with neurological disease. We suspect that the control and videoconference conditions were
equivalent because of the NIHTB-CB’s use of examinee responding on the tablet and automated scoring for most subtests. Only two subtests (Oral Reading Recognition and List
Sorting Working Memory) require scoring by the examiner.
For these two subtests, a stable high-quality audio connection is
imperative as the examiner must hear the participant’s response
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for each item. For the other five subtests, any momentary audio
or video disruptions are likely of little consequence.
Our findings demonstrate the suitability of the NIHTB-CB
for use in clinical trials with recruitment and assessment of
participants in geographically widespread areas. Previous attempts at designing neurocognitive evaluations for remote administration required modifications to the content of the original
test.13–15 We have shown that the NIHTB-CB can be administered over telehealth without any modifications to content or
standardized instructions, thereby permitting direct comparison
between scores obtained in-person and remotely. The video link
permits item-level response speed to be measured accurately,
which is not possible for telephone-based cognitive assessment.21 Although our study exclusively investigated the NIHTBCB, our remote administration protocol using videoconference
technology appears to have potential as a valid template for
remote administration of other neurocognitive tests.
Although the need for an EA for the remote assessment is more
resource intensive than for a telephone follow-up assessment,
and requires financially compensating two individuals (i.e., examiner and EA), using a centralized examiner would be feasible
for a minimally staffed distributed study team conducting inperson baseline or follow-up cognitive assessments. The EA position requires minimal training time and experience, making it a
feasible and cost-effective option for a remote site, as compared
with a fully trained examiner. An alternative future approach for
consideration by the programmers of the NIHTB-CB app would be
to allow for remote control of the tablet and NIHTB-CB by an
examiner at a site separate from the study participant.
Our observed practice effect for the total cognition and fluid
cognition composite scores over a 4-week test–retest period was
consistent with a prior study that used a shorter test–retest
window (15.5–4.8 days).5 Because the same version of the
NIHTB-CB was repeated (no validated alternative form is
available), practice effects for fluid cognition subtests may reflect familiarization with both the test procedures and the item
content.22 Based on our findings and those of Heaton et al.,5
total and fluid cognition NIHTB-CB composite scores appear to
have a practice effect that persists for at least 4 weeks. Further
work is required to establish the durability of the practice effect.
This would allow researchers to apply appropriate corrections
(e.g., regression-based norms for practice effects) when the
NIHTB-CB is administered in a longitudinal study.5
This study was designed to assess the validity of a videoconference administration protocol for the NIHTB-CB. We used a
single examiner who was unblinded to participants’ results. To
mitigate any potential scoring bias, no interim statistical analyses
were performed. Our small sample size (n = 25) provided adequate
power to answer our research question but may limit the
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Fig. 2. Estimates of the fixed effect of condition and time on NIHTB-CB performance. Top left (a) fixed effect of condition for the three composite scores, with 95% CIs shown in
shading. Top right (b) fixed effect estimates of condition for all seven subsets, referenced to the standard condition. Bottom left (c), fixed effect of time for the three composite
scores, with 95% CI shown in shading. Bottom right (d), fixed effect estimates of time for all seven subsets, referenced to the baseline condition. For NIHTB-CB composite score
plots (a, c), fully corrected T-scores (y-axis) are presented. For NIHTB-CB subtest plots (b, d), asterisks indicate statistical significance ( p < 0.007) and error bars represent 95%
confidence intervals. CI, confidence interval.
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generalizability of our results. Specifically, the high level of
education in our sample (median education = 16 years) may have
captured participants more comfortable with test-taking or videoconference technology. Our findings require independent
confirmation in a larger more diverse sample. Our videoconference condition relied upon a fast and stable internet connection,
which we recognize is not available in all settings.
In conclusion, our novel videoconference protocol for administering the NIHTB-CB appears equivalent to the standard
in-person administration protocol in healthy participants. No
difference in NIHTB-CB performance for any of the three main
composite scores (total, fluid, or crystallized cognition) or for any
of the seven subtests was found between standard and videoconference administration conditions. Although we observed no
learning effect for the crystallized cognition composite score for
a 29-day test–retest interval, the fluid and total cognition composite scores demonstrated a significant learning effect over this
interval. If the NIHTB-CB is used longitudinally to monitor patients, corrections for repeated measures may be required. Our
videoconference protocol provides a potential solution for researchers seeking to engage study participants at remote sites.
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